
VIII-Moral Education (1)

General Instructions :

1. All questions are compulsory.

2. Write the same serial number against your answer as given for the question

in the question paper.

3. Q. No. 1  to 11 carries 2 marks each.

4. Q. No. 12  to 22 carries 3 marks each.

5. Q. No. 23 to 25 carries 4 marks each.

6. Q. No. 26 carries 5 marks.

7. Q. No. 27 carries 8 marks.

1. Write any four aspects of Dharma which one should follow in life. 2

2. What is the meaning of Gayatri Mantra ? 2

3. When did Moolji take to Sanyas and what new name was given to him ? 2

4. Mention any one event in Moolji’s life that influenced him towards renunciation

and made him leave his house. 2
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5. Who was Swami Dayanand’s guru ? How did he undertake the task of spreading

the Vedic Dharma ? 2

6. Write the meaning of the following sloka : 2

drZO;ekpju~ dk;Ze~] vdrZO;eukpju~drZO;ekpju~ dk;Ze~] vdrZO;eukpju~drZO;ekpju~ dk;Ze~] vdrZO;eukpju~drZO;ekpju~ dk;Ze~] vdrZO;eukpju~drZO;ekpju~ dk;Ze~] vdrZO;eukpju~ AAAAA

fr"Bfr izo`Qrkpkjs] l rq vk;Z bfr Le`r%fr"Bfr izo`Qrkpkjs] l rq vk;Z bfr Le`r%fr"Bfr izo`Qrkpkjs] l rq vk;Z bfr Le`r%fr"Bfr izo`Qrkpkjs] l rq vk;Z bfr Le`r%fr"Bfr izo`Qrkpkjs] l rq vk;Z bfr Le`r% AAAAAAAAAA

7. (a) Dayanand’s scheme of national regeneration did not ignore the necessity

of a _________ for India. 1

(b) He felt that __________ is the most extensively spoken and understood

among all the indigenouos languages. 1

8. Write any two views of Swami Dayanand regarding the various religions in

India. 2

9. Who was Pt. Lekh Ram and who killed him ? 2

10. Who was the third martyr of Arya Samaj ? What was his dream ? 2

11. When and where was Mahatma Hans Raj born ? 2

12. What is the difference between Dharma and Religion ? 3

13. Write the meaning of the following sloka : 3

/kj.kkn~/eZ bR;kgq/Zeks Z /kj;rs iztk%/kj.kkn~/eZ bR;kgq/Zeks Z /kj;rs iztk%/kj.kkn~/eZ bR;kgq/Zeks Z /kj;rs iztk%/kj.kkn~/eZ bR;kgq/Zeks Z /kj;rs iztk%/kj.kkn~/eZ bR;kgq/Zeks Z /kj;rs iztk% AAAAA

;r~ L;kn~ /kj.kla;qDra l /eZ bfr fu'p;%;r~ L;kn~ /kj.kla;qDra l /eZ bfr fu'p;%;r~ L;kn~ /kj.kla;qDra l /eZ bfr fu'p;%;r~ L;kn~ /kj.kla;qDra l /eZ bfr fu'p;%;r~ L;kn~ /kj.kla;qDra l /eZ bfr fu'p;% AAAAAAAAAA

14. What are the three connotations of Yajna ? 3

15. What is Atithi Yajna ? 3
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16. Mention any three books of Swami Dayanand which explain and promote the

pure Vedic ideology and beliefs. 3

17. How did Swami Dayanand pass away ? 3

18. Explain the meaning of the following : 1+1+1=3

(a) Arya                  (b)  Samaj             (c)  Arya Samaj

19. What are Swami Dayanand’s views about Democracy ? 3

20. Describe the contributions of Mahashay Rajpal to spread the Arya Samaj

movement. 3

21. Mention any three features of DAV schools. 3

22. “The sun never sets in the British Empire”, used to be a patent question in

examinations. Justify the statement. 3

23. What is Brahma Yajna ? How does one benefit from Brahma Yajna ? 4

24. What were the views of Swami Dayanand regarding the national language of

the country ? 4

25. Mention the contributions of Pt. Lekh Ram towards the movement of Arya

Samaj. 4

26. What are the new projects and plans being undertaken by DAV Institutions ?

(Any 5) 5

27. Write the Commandments or Principles of Arya Samaj. (Any 8) 8


